In this paper we consider the sharp estimates of the growth orders of the eigenfunctions of the Schrodinger operators with potentials oscillating violently at infinity. We make use of the modified Kato's method (Comm. Pure Appl. There are, roughly speaking, three methods to obtain the lower bounds of the growth order of a solution of (0.1). The first is the method given by Kato [6], by which we aim to have the result similar to Theorem 1.1 in §1 straightly. The second is the one given by Agmon [l], by which we aim to have the differential inequality yielding the result similar to Theorem 1.1. The last is the one given by Roze [10] and Eidus [4], by which we aim to show the result similar to Theorem 1.1 by contradiction. Making reference to 
for x^Q: = {x x^R n , \x\>Ro}, where dj = d/(dxj\ bj(x) and q\(x) are realvalued functions, ^(x) is a complex-valued function. To obtain the lower bounds of the growth order is one of main tools to show the non-existence of eigenvalues embedded in the continuous spectrum.
There are, roughly speaking, three methods to obtain the lower bounds of the growth order of a solution of (0.1). The first is the method given by Kato [6] , by which we aim to have the result similar to Theorem 1.1 in §1 straightly. The second is the one given by Agmon [l] , by which we aim to have the differential inequality yielding the result similar to Theorem 1.1. The last is the one given by Roze [10] and Eidus [4] , by which we aim to show the result similar to Theorem 1.1 by contradiction. Making reference to  pp. 170-185, pp. 203-204] , so far the Kato's method had the most obstacles and the Roze-Eidus' method was most powerful but also most sophisticated. First Uchiyama [ll] (Kato's method) and Mochizuki [8] method) manifested the differences between the results which were gained by the applications of the different methods to the same problem. In this paper we employ the Kato's method and modify it in many elaborate points of proving Theorem 1.1. In Arai-Uchiyama [2] we can cover the results given by Uchiyama-Yamada [13] which based on the Roze-Eidus' method. As a conclusion, we have completely removed the hurdles which were lying in the application of the Kato's method.
As an application of our results we can generalize the results of Khosrovshahi-Levine-Payne [7] and Kalf-Kumar [5] , which treated the Schrodinger operators with potentials admitting some integral conditions. We can also generalize the result of Agmon [l] . In the next article Arai-Uchiyama [2] , we will give these results. We will also apply our theory to von NeumannWigner [9] example in other article.
We would like to express our gratitude to Professor A. Iwatsuka of Kyoto University, who kindly discussed Lemma 5.2 
with us. §1. Assumptions and Main Results
We list up the notations used in this paper, which are about the same as given in Uchiyama-Yamada [13] . l, 2) . The rationalization of Remark 1.4 will be given in the proof of Lemma 4.1.
Remark 1.5. We remark that the assumption (E.7) is set for i = 2 only, which requests rj 2 (r} to be large. On the other hand <Z>i(r) in Theorem 1.1 concerns for z = l only so that the smaller tfi(r) + ?7i(r) we choose, the better estimate we have as the lower bound of the growth order of u at infinity. So we separate the roles of 7ji(r) and ^z(r). This idea was introduced in Uchiyama-Yamada [13] (r;p,(f);v) >Q for large r and (1.5) 0 were so large compared to r~lp' that (6.4) held.
On the other hand, by Lemma 4.10, if we chose (1.6) some large p, and (1.7) so small $ that Lemma 5.4 held, then (1.4) would hold. But unfortunately there is no $ and p satisfying the requirements (1.5)-(1.7). So we introduce two p's, denoted as Wopi and P2 in the text, where p = mopi satisfies (1.6) and P2 is a smaller one. In Definition 5.3 we construct (f>, denoted as 0o in the text, satisfying (1.5) with P = P2 and (1.7). Then (1.6) and (1. for oc^Q\ = {oc\ x >Ro} such that supp [^] is not a compact set in We assume that there exists some constant /?>0 such that is a positive homogeneous function of degree a>~ 2 ; is a real-valued function satisfying
is a complex-valued function satisfying
is a real-valued function satisfying
A is a constant satisfying -oo<;[<oo for #>0 or /1 = 0 for -2<^<0 The case -2<a<Q and /i>0 will be treated in Example 2.4 under weaker conditions.
Proof of Example 2.1. Let qi(x)= -h(x)+V\(x) -A and Q2(x)=V 2 (x)
r~lQ '(r}. Then (2.2) reduces to (0.1). Now let us construct functions <l*i(r\ •(^), tfx'M, K^"), Qo(r) and constants fli (/ = !, 2) and 5 satisfying the assumptions of Corollary 1.3. Let £^(0, 5~1(24-^)) be arbitrary. And let (1) Since the terms linked with q\(x} only give the negativity of (F.2), h(x) (, which is a main part of #iOO,) plays the leading role, and V\(x) (, which is a subordinate part of tfiOO), ^(x) and B(x) play subordinate roles in (F.2).
With the above Example, this facts reflects on 0i(r) through the choices of 6i (r} and 7ji(r) , namely in ®i(r) the influence of h(x) 9 whose degree of homogenity is a, is primary and the ones of V\ (x\ Q2(x) and B(x} are the second.
(2) Moreover under the circumstance that we fix h(x) 9 we can see that the more gently Vi(x) 9 Qz(x) and B(x) behave at infinity (i.e. the greater /? becomes), the slightly better estimates we have as lower bounds.
Example 2.4. Let us consider a solution u(x) of the equation (2.2) 
the last integral in the right side of (3.5) is
Js<\x\<t\_
The first term in the right side of (3.7) is
Using again (3.6), the last integral in the above is
Js<lx\<t\_
Since the first term in the right side of the above formula is complex conjugate to the left side of (3.7), we have
Next the second integral of (3.4) is
\J\x\ = t J\x\=sJ Js<\x\<t
Taking the real part of (3.4) and using (3.5), (3.8) and (3.9), we have the assertion.
[H
Lemma 3.4. Let $(x) be a function satisfying the conditions <l>(x) is a real-valued function, for any w(x^Hl oc (Q} we have </)(x)\w(x)\ 2^L \ oc (&), for any w(x)^Hl oc (Q} we have dr<I)(x)*\w(x)\ 2^L \ 0 c(Q}. Then for any w^Hloc(Q} and for Ro<s<t, it holds that (3.10) (/, -/ )[<Kx)\tu\*]dS \J\x\ = t J\x\=sJ

= f
Js Js<\x\<t
Proof. If </) and w were C°°, this would follow easily by integration by parts. A rigorous proof of this lemma will be obtained from Uchiyama [12, Lemma 4 (6) Note that the superscript / of G z (j) corresponds to the order of Dw.
Lemma 3.8. It holds that
for R 0 <s<t.
Proof. Let
By (C.I), (C.2) and (C.3), we can apply (3.11). Then it is easy to see that the left side of (3.11) reduces to the left side of (3.12) . One can also show that the right side of (3.11) reduces to the right side of (3.12) by using the identities where in the third identity we used the definition of q P (x) given by (3.2) (6) show (4.2). Adding Definition 3.7 (4), (4.1) and (4.2), we have
Let us choose e's appropriately corresponding to the cases z = l and z = 2. By (F.2) there exist some R$>Ro and Cs>0 such that for any r>Rs we have In case z = 2, by (F.I) we can choose £i so large and £2 and £3 so small that -C 3 , which leads us to the assertion (2) .
In case z = l, by (F.I) we can choose £1 such that
If we choose 82 and £3 so small, we have which lead us to the assertion (1).
In § §5~7 we will not use the assumption (E. Then it is obvious that 10 <<?[(r)< Const.
We put 6z(r) = fi(log r) and g(r) = J&{r) for r>^° and f(r) = l for R 0 <r <e R \ Then it is obvious that < ?(r)eC°°[^o, oo) and, (i) and ( Proof. We will write v = v(x\p) for short. By Definition 3.7 we have By Lemma 4. 1 (2) we have for any r>Rz
G2(x^,$',v(-]p)}>-C2a
By p'>0 we have By (E.6), the boundedness of 772, r, r^2, there exist some constants /?e>^?4 and Cs>0 such that for any r>R 6 we have
Thus for any r>R 6 and any m>Ro 1 Mo we have i, ^o ; v ( ° ;
By (E.4) there exists some R$>R& such that for any r>R 5 and any m>Ro l Mo we have (5.8) . D
The following formula represents Ji(x;p, $; v (• ; p) ) in terms of u.
Lemma 5.9.
Ji(x\p,<l>\v(-\p))
Proof. In Definition 3.7 (2) Let R>Rm and </> R (r)^Co(R, /? + !) be such that 0*(r) = l in /? + (l/3) r</? + (2/3), 0<^(r)<l in R<r<R + \ and |^(r)|<Const.
Multiply both sides of (7.4) The aim of this section is to extend the results of § 1 in two directions : (i) to introduce the coefficients djk(x) ; (ii) to admit for ^z, d and f]i to depend on x, which are assumed to depend on r only in §1.
In a similar way which has been applied to the nontrivial solution u of (0.1) in §3- §7, we can obtain the following results to the solution u of (8.1). We omit the proofs. 
